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ABSTRACT
High-level compiler optimizations ha ve been widely used
to achiev e speedups on array-based codes. Suc h optimiza-
tions are becoming increasingly important in embedded sig-
nal processing and multimedia systems. The focus of these
optimizations has traditionally been on improving perfor-
mance. Ho w ever,energy constraints are of critical impor-
tance in battery-operated embedded devices. In this paper,
w e presen t an experimental evaluation of several state-of-
the-art compiler optimizations on energy consumption, con-
sidering both the processor core (datapath) and memory
system. This is in contrast to many of the previous works
that ha ve considered them in isolation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to their particular characteristics and speci�c usage
(e.g., mobile computing), embedded systems have stringen t
energy1 and area constraints. A growing trend in embedded
systems, therefore, is integrating the entire system on a sin-
gle chip, which is bene�cial from pow er as w ell as form factor
poin ts of view.This high-level of in tegration, that has been
made possible by deep sub-micron processing technology,
combined with the desire for fast design cycles suggests the
use of programmable components and an increasing amount
of softw are implementation relative to hardware. Ho w ever,
w e need a pow erful compiler technology in order to take full
adv an tage of soft w are implementation.

Over the last t w o decades numerous compiler optimizations
ha vebeen proposed to make user programs automatically
run their fastest (see for example [8] and the references
therein). Some of these optimizations are high-level in the
sense that they are applied at source-level, where program

�(This w ork w as sponsored in part by gran ts from NSF
(MIP-9705128), Sun Microsystems, and Intel)
1Throughout this paper, we use the terms pow er and energy
interchangeably. How ever, po w er savings and energy savings
may not necessarily go hand-in-hand. The choice of metric
used will depend on the application constraints.

access patterns imposed by loop and other control structures
are visible. With the adv entof parallel architectures and
systems with deep memory hierarchies, these optimizations
gained momentum and various additional locality and paral-
lelism optimizations have recen tly been proposed.Loop nest
optimizations, that hold an important place in high-level op-
timizations, speci�cally target loop nests where most of the
execution time is spent (especially in multidimensional sig-
nal processing and video applications). T echniques such as
loop permutations, loop tiling, and loop fusion ha vebeen
pro ven to be very useful in optimizing performance of loop
nests, e.g., enhancing cache performance and/or improving
parallelism. While such techniques ha vebeen thoroughly
evaluated from the performance poin t of view, there has
been little e�ort to analyze their energy impact [2].

In this paper, we presen t a quantitative evaluation of the im-
pact of di�erent state-of-the-art high-level compilation tech-
niques on energy consumption. We measure energy con-
sumption using a transition-sensitive, cycle-accurate, R T-
level energy simulator [9] for a set of represen tativ ecodes
from the m ultidimensionalarray domain. This domain is
important for embedded systems as it includes a large por-
tion of video and signal processing applications. We study
the energy consumed by the en tire system for both the orig-
inal and compiler-transformed codes. The energy consump-
tion of the core2 is obtained using our cycle-accurate sim-
ulator, while the energy consumed by the buses, cache and
memory is obtained from an analytical model. We use the
modi�ed form of a source-to-source program translator that
performs loop and data optimizations to transform the codes
[4]. This study is in contrast with most of the prior work
where pow er consumption on only speci�c system compo-
nen ts (e.g., cac he and main memories) was in vestigated [7].
With the help of our cycle-accurate simulator, the source-
to-source translator, and a number of benchmark codes, we
study the system-wide pow er e�ects of six high-level com-
piler optimizations and gain some insight into tradeo�s be-
tw een po w er and performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the compiler optimizations and discusses their
expected impact from the energy point of view. The energy
sim ulator and energy models used in this study are described
in Section 3. Section 4 explains the application of these op-
timizations and presents our experimental results. Finally,

2Energy consumed in the core includes only the datapath;
the con trol unit energy is not included.
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we provide conclusions in Section 5.

2. COMPILER OPTIMIZATIONS
In this section, we introduce the optimizations evaluated
(i.e., linear loop transformations, tiling, unrolling, fusion,
�ssion, and scalar expansion) and discuss their impact on
power consumption. While these optimizations can improve
the performance characteristics of programs enormously [8],
their impact on power depends on the relative power dis-
sipation of di�erent hardware components in the system.
Among the various high-level compiler transformations, we
choose to target loop optimizations for two reasons. First,
the multimedia and signal processing applications operate
on multidimensional array structures that bene�t from such
optimizations. Second, these optimizations are widely used
by commercial and academic optimizing compilers.

Linear loop transformations attempt to improve cache per-
formance, instruction scheduling, and iteration-level paral-
lelism by modifying the traversal order of the iteration space
of the loop nest. The simplest form of loop transformation,
called loop interchange, can improve data locality (cache uti-
lization) by changing the order of the loops. From the power
consumption point of view, by applying this transformation
we can expect a reduction in the total memory power due
to better utilization of the cache [6; 5]. For the power con-
sumed in other parts of the system, we do not anticipate
a major variation for this small example after the transfor-
mation. This may not be true in general, though, as some
loop transformations can result in complex loop bounds and
array subscript expressions that can potentially increase the
power consumed in the core datapath.

Another important technique used to improve cache perfor-
mance is blocking, or tiling. When it is used for cache local-
ity, arrays that are too big to �t in the cache are broken up
into smaller pieces (to �t in the cache). When we consider
power, potential bene�ts from tiling depend on the changes
in power dissipation induced by the optimization on di�er-
ent system components. We can expect a decrease in power
consumed in memory, due to better data reuse [2]. On the
other hand, in the tiled code, we traverse the same itera-
tion space of the original code using twice as many loops (in
the most general case); this entails extra branch control op-
erations and macro calls. These extra computations might
increase the power dissipation in the core.

Loop unrolling reduces the trip count of a given loop by
putting more work inside the nest with the aim of reducing
the number of memory accesses and promoting the register
reuse. From the power point of view, fewer accesses to the
memory means less power dissipation. In addition, we can
also expect a reduction in the power consumed in the register
�le and data buses.

Loop fusion combines two loops into one loop. Since it im-
proves data reuse, it can reduce the power consumed in the
memory system. And, if used with scalar replacement, it
can eliminate a number of memory references again reducing
the memory system power. Also, since it reduces the num-
ber of loop nests, it eliminates lots of branch instructions
that would otherwise contribute to a signi�cant percentage
of the core power. In loop �ssion, the compiler breaks down

a loop into two (or more) separate loops. When done solely
for optimizing the iteration scheduling, this transformation
can increase power consumption in memory system and else-
where due to an increase in the number of loop nests and a
decrease in temporal locality. Therefore, the power reduc-
tions obtained through improved scheduling should be care-
fully weighed against the extra power consumed in memory.

Scalar expansion is one of the most e�ective techniques for
the exploitation of parallelism among loop iterations [8]. It
helps to improve parallelism for the nest whose iterations
cannot be run in parallel because of a global scalar variable
shared across many iterations. It replaces the said global
scalar variable by private array variables for each iteration,
thereby allowing each iteration to execute independently. As
far as the power consumption is concerned, such a transfor-
mation is expected to increase power in the memory system
as well as in the datapath (core). The power increase in the
core is due to the newly introduced array subscript calcu-
lations. The power increase in the memory system, on the
other hand, is because of the extra storage requirement in
order to accommodate the expanded variable. Depending
on power gains that can be obtained through iteration par-
allelism [3], the extra power dissipation may or may not be
problematic.

3. SIMULATOR AND ENERGY MODELS
SimplePower is an execution-driven, cycle-accurate, RT-level
power estimation tool built in-house. It is based on the ar-
chitecture of a �ve-stage pipelined datapath. The instruc-
tion set architecture is a subset of the instruction set (the
integer part) of SimpleScalar, which is a suite of publicly
available tools to simulate modern microprocessors [1]. The
results presented in this paper use the SimplePower tech-
nology tables con�gured for 0:8� technology and 3.3V. This
paper only considers the data cache memory hierarchy, us-
ing the models proposed in [6]. Further, the SimplePower

core stall cycles due to cache misses a�ect the core power
negligibly due to e�cient power management (using clock
gating) during stalls. Hence, we report only a single core
power measure for the di�erent cache con�gurations.

A C source benchmark is compiled by the SimpleScalar ver-
sion of gcc, which generates SimpleScalar assembly codes.
The SimpleScalar assembler gas and loader/linker gld pro-
duce SimplePower executables that can then be loaded into
SimplePower main memory and executed by SimplePower

core. In our study, we enhanced a source-to-source optimizer
[4] to perform the various code transformation investigated.
The simulator can be con�gured using the command line to
set the caches parameters, output the pipeline trace cycle-
by-cycle, and dump the memory image. SimplePower pro-
vides the register �le �nal status, total number of cycles in
execution, number of transitions in on-chip buses, switch
capacitance statistics for each pipeline stage, switch capac-
itance statistics for di�erent functional units, and the total
switch capacitance.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental results and
make some observations. To evaluate our six optimizations,
we used �ve benchmark codes (all but one are from Spec;
see Table 1). The same table also shows the miss rates of



Program Array Sizes Miss Rate Optimizations

adi 100*100*2 0.0979 linear transforms, tiling
hydro2d/fct 52*52 0.0962 loop fusion
nasa7/btrix 100*100*100*5 0.2063 loop fusion
nasa7/cholesky 52*52 0.1109 loop �ssion
tomcatv 100*100 0.2403 scalar expansion

Table 1: Programs used in the experiments.

the original code versions for a 1K, direct-mapped cache and
gives the optimizations that we used for each code.

How the source-to-source translator applies optimizations
for each code is important as there may be more than one
way of applying a given optimization for a given code. Each
has di�erent performance and energy implications.

In adi, the linear loop optimizations interchanged the or-
der of two loops in the main nest in an attempt to obtain
stride-one accesses in the innermost loop, thereby improv-
ing spatial locality. (The original version is denoted by orig

and the tiled version is denoted by tile). When we enable
tiling, the compiler tiled the innermost loop and hoisted the
tile loop (i.e., the loop that iterates on tiles) to the outer-
most position. Note that in order to run this code stand-
alone, we added a two-deep initialization nest (i.e., a nest
that contains two nested loops). The linear transformation
permuted this nest whereas tiling did not modify it due to
its relatively small contribution to the overall performance.

In nasa7/btrix, in order to isolate the impact of loop fusion,
we disabled other loop optimizations, and experimented with
only original (orig) and fused (fuss) versions. When fusion
is activated, the compiler fused two large one-dimensional
(one-deep) loop nests into a very large loop. This example
gives us the opportunity for observing the impact of loop
fusion (in its extreme, when the resulting loop body gets
very large and the chances for intra- and inter-array conict
misses in the data cache increase greatly) on power dissi-
pation. In hydro2d/fct, we again measured the impact of
fusion on power consumption using the original (orig) and
the fused (fuss) versions. This time the compiler fused both
initialization nests (three of them) as well as two main loop
nests (each two-deep). In comparison to nasa7/btrix, the
resulting loop bodies are not very large.

In optimizing tomcatv, the compiler applied scalar expan-
sion to the largest loop in the code in an attempt to im-
prove iteration-level parallelism. As a result, 13 scalars are
converted to one-dimensional arrays, enabling better loop
scheduling. We refer to this version as expn. For a smaller
nest in the same code, however, the compiler chose not
to apply scalar expansion, as it estimated that the perfor-
mance overhead will o�set any potential gain that would
be obtained from improved loop scheduling. Finally, in
nasa7/cholesky, the compiler, when enabled, applied loop
�ssion to a large loop nest in the code. In doing so, it tries
to achieve two things: isolating disjoint data dependence cy-
cles by putting them in separate nests, and enabling other
transformations, in particular loop permutations, to improve
locality further. The loop distributed version is referred to
as fiss.

Core Memory Energy
Energy (J)
(J) #! 1-way 2-way 4-way 8-way

1K 0.1604 0.0915 0.0794 0.0772
2K 0.1159 0.0789 0.0756 0.0757

orig 0.0043 4K 0.1000 0.0763 0.0759 0.0760
8K 0.0730 0.0681 0.0742 0.0766

1K 0.1418 0.0630 0.0526 0.0468
2K 0.0844 0.0493 0.0435 0.0436

loop 0.0054 4K 0.0609 0.0441 0.0439 0.0440
8K 0.0378 0.0283 0.0231 0.0251

1K 0.1404 0.0731 0.0729 0.0688
2K 0.0942 0.0646 0.0674 0.0689

tile 0.0052 4K 0.0550 0.0426 0.0465 0.0457
8K 0.0345 0.0228 0.0220 0.0221

Table 2: Energy consumption in adi.

Core Memory Energy
Energy (J)
(J) #! 1-way 2-way 4-way 8-way

1K 8.4840 3.9372 2.8179 2.9734
2K 3.3221 2.3311 1.3897 1.2614

orig 0.1565 4K 1.6816 1.3939 1.1123 1.1155
8K 1.3291 0.9573 0.8942 0.8752

1K 9.4086 4.4788 3.1901 3.2580
2K 3.9100 2.5048 1.4469 1.2732

fuss 0.1748 4K 1.8087 1.4712 1.1003 1.1033
8K 1.3887 0.9480 0.8852 0.8652

Table 3: Energy consumption in nasa7/btrix.

Core Memory Energy
Energy (J)
(J) #! 1-way 2-way 4-way 8-way

1K 0.0290 0.0117 0.0079 0.0079
2K 0.0130 0.0069 0.0060 0.0054

orig 0.0008 4K 0.0086 0.0055 0.0054 0.0054
8K 0.0066 0.0055 0.0055 0.0053

1K 0.0277 0.0102 0.0073 0.0068
2K 0.0095 0.0074 0.0061 0.0063

fuss 0.0006 4K 0.0069 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050
8K 0.0057 0.0050 0.0050 0.0050

Table 4: Energy consumption in hydro2d/fct.

Core Memory Energy
Energy (J)
(J) #! 1-way 2-way 4-way 8-way

1K 10.0226 8.4229 7.4468 6.8649
2K 9.0886 7.9532 7.0437 6.8011

orig 0.2717 4K 7.5097 7.1870 6.3485 6.2203
8K 5.4660 5.4774 5.5711 5.5755

1K 11.0594 10.1304 9.8596 9.8654
2K 9.4693 9.4344 9.6597 9.7468

�ss 0.2875 4K 7.4571 6.0289 6.1112 5.8381
8K 5.2994 5.2730 5.1896 5.2517

Table 5: Energy consumption in nasa7/cholesky.



Core Memory Energy
Energy (J)
(J) #! 1-way 2-way 4-way 8-way

1K 1.6934 0.7539 0.5858 0.5731
2K 0.8384 0.6609 0.5706 0.5707

orig 0.0222 4K 0.7920 0.5813 0.5716 0.5720
8K 0.7111 0.5260 0.5301 0.5296

1K 1.4255 0.9555 0.9278 0.9233
2K 1.1733 0.9347 0.9223 0.9232

expn 0.0578 4K 1.0298 0.9162 0.9253 0.9262
8K 0.9324 0.8677 0.8905 0.8875

Table 6: Energy consumption in tomcatv.

We conducted experiments with di�erent cache sizes (1K,
2K, 4K, and 8K) and di�erent set associativities (direct-
mapped (1-way), 2-way, 4-way, and 8-way) for each code.
All the reported energy values are in Joules (J). Also, the
bus power is included in the memory system power in all
the results. We did not go beyond 8K because the 1K - 8K
range is more realistic for the embedded computing domain.
Also, since the cache miss and hit rates for 4-way and 8-way
set associative caches were very similar, we do not report
results with larger associativities.

In the adi code, the number of memory accesses per com-
putation is very high. This is because the it accesses three-
dimensional arrays using two-deep loop nests. Consequently,
as shown in Table 2, the core power is very low compared to
memory power for all cache con�gurations. An optimizing
compiler can be very aggressive in applying potential opti-
mizations such as tiling, if it can detect that the number
of memory references per computation is very high. How-
ever, we note that applying tiling increases the core energy
consumption.

In the next two examples, we evaluated the impact of loop
fusion on core and memory system energy consumption. In
nasa7/btrix, the loop fusion interferes with loop schedul-
ing as the loop body becomes very large. This increases
the core power (by 12%) as well as memory power (due to
poor scheduling of memory operations) as shown in Table 3.
Unfortunately, scalar replacement could not eliminate the
large number of memory references. On the other hand, if
the cache size is large or the associativity is high, scheduling
memory operations becomes less critical (unless the cache is
direct-mapped, in which case poor scheduling induces more
conict misses). For example, for a 4K, 4-way set associative
cache, the fused version is marginally better than the origi-
nal. In the hydro2d/fct case, the same optimization is more
successful from the energy point of view (see Table 4). It
reduces the core power as well as the memory system power
by as much as 25%. The reduction in the memory power
comes from reductions in the number of memory references
rather than from hit/miss rate variations. Overall, we be-
lieve that, if applied judiciously, the loop fusion can reduce
both the core and memory system power.

We quanti�ed the impact of loop �ssion (loop distribution)
on energy using the nasa7/cholesky benchmark (see Ta-
ble 5). As expected, in general, it increased the core as well
as the memory system energy consumption. The increase
in the core power is due to the increase in number of con-

trol statements as a result of loop �ssion (as it increases the
number of nests in the program). The increase in the mem-
ory power, on the other hand, is due to an increased number
of memory references. In large caches (4K and above), how-
ever, the negative impact of this optimization disappears.

Finally, we used tomcatv to investigate the energy perfor-
mance of scalar expansion. The results, given in Table 6,
indicate that this optimization (like loop �ssion) increases
the core as well as the memory system power. The increase
in the core power (by a factor of 2.6 times) is due to the ex-
tra array subscript expression calculations and the increase
in the memory system power is due to an increase in the
number of memory accesses. This negative impact can be
o�set, depending on the energy saving that is to be obtained
through better parallelism, if the instruction set architecture
supports it. Given a parallelization strategy, architecture
and a suitable power estimation model, an optimizing com-
piler can quantify such tradeo�s for regular codes.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Power minimization represents an important aspect of em-
bedded system design. Increasing employment of software in
these systems makes it necessary to evaluate the impact of
frequently used optimizations on system energy consump-
tion. This paper is a step in this direction. Through ex-
tensive simulation, we investigated the e�ect of six state-of-
the-art compiler optimizations on several benchmark codes
from the multidimensional array domain. Our results in-
dicate that the energy consumed in the memory system is
higher than the core in unoptimized codes. We have also
observed that, in contrast to reducing the memory system
energy, most optimizations (except loop unrolling) increase
the energy consumed in the core. Since these compiler op-
timizations can be useful for embedded video and signal
processing systems, we recommend that system designers
continue their e�orts to reduce the core power.
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